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1 Introduction

Cloud computing is defined as a pool of virtualized computing resources. Based on
the virtualization, the cloud computing paradigm allows workloads to be deployed
across physical machines via virtual resources. A cloud computing platform supports
redundant, self-recovering, and scalable programming models that allow workloads
to recover from many inevitable hardware/software failures. In a mechatronic and
embedded cloud computing platform, software is migrating from an embedded system
into a network, providing users with an anytime, anywhere access to programs and
data on the mechatronic or embedded systems. This special issue focuses on the use of
cloud-based technologies to meet new compute-intensive and data-intensive scientific
challenges that are not well served by the current supercomputers, grids, and high-
performance computing clusters.

This special issue includes high-quality technical papers addressing research
achievements, practices, and challenges for shaping the cloud-empowered comput-
ing and techniques in the next generation. Original and research articles are consisting
of all aspects of including theoretical studies, practical applications, new social tech-
nology, and experimental prototypes.
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2 Related works

Yeji Kim et al. present a hand gesture interaction framework for virtual experimental
applications that allowmultiple users to interactwithNUI (NaturalUser Interface). For
this purpose, the framework operates in the cloud environment enabling applications
to run in a 3D virtual environment with the client–server structure for multiple client
access and communication [1,2].

Yan Li et al. describe a short path planning algorithm for complex indoor spaces
using multiaccess point topology analysis. The demand for effective navigation in
complex indoor environments is becoming more apparent because even a person who
is familiarwith the specific place or notwhen a someone needs effective guidance in the
complicated indoor in an emergency situation [3,4]. The algorithm acquires navigation
path by combining spatial analysis and interiors of especially indoor environments.
The experimental comparisons show that the algorithm gains reasonable performance
in both running time cost and path distance.

Daesung Moon et al. propose a decision tree-based IDS against APT attacks. The
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) attack has great concerns about network security
and cyber-defense techniques, because it can invade general security countermeasures
and analyzed vulnerabilities of the target systems continuously [5,6]. This paper pro-
posed a decision tree-based IDS applying behavior analysis for detecting APT attacks.
The proposed system analyzes the processes of systems and abnormal behaviors of
the current networks, which are learned through the decision tree, and it can detect
intrusion based on behavioral information.

Fairouz Fakhfakh et al. address the problem of scheduling of workflows in the IaaS
clouds. The objective is the minimization of cost under a deadline constraint. The
specific problem the authors address is the possible dynamic change in the workflow
at runtime. This paper introduces a provisioning algorithm based on themeta-heuristic
optimization technique Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO), and it shows better results
in solving task assignment than other algorithms [7]. Moreover, the authors give a
motivating example from a business workflow domain, where the subset of tasks can
be inserted, deleted, or replaced due to exceptions during workflow execution caused
by the changing external conditions or business requirements.

Yong-hwan Kim et al. describe a new distributed LTE/EPC network architecture
based on SDN, NFV, and cloud computing, with distributed P-GWs and centralized
control plane in LTE/EPC networks. The authors designed the proposed scheme with
the three factors for the re-designing of LTE/EPC network which includes distributing
P-GWs closer to the UEs, virtually centralizing control plane, and separation of the
control and data planes. The proposed idea is very reasonable and helpful for alle-
viating the mobile traffic loads, and the description of the paper is also well given.
In particular, it is expected that the proposed route optimization strategy for inter-
nal traffic exchanged between LTE users will be very useful in real networks [8,9].
The proposed scheme is evaluated and justified by comparison with the conventional
LTE/EPC network scheme regarding data processing volume, handover latency, and
the number of valid data sessions.

Youngho Jo et al. propose new SIIS (Social Identification-Issuing System) which
samples micro-movement using co-movement issued social IDs and social behaviors.
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The goal of our study is to recognize the social behavior by using co-movement with
other people by micro-movements and determining the social identification of group
showing the same behavior. In order to do such process, the participant’ s behavior
was analyzed while determining the interaction differences between the interaction
mode of face-to-face condition and personal mode of the mobile phone interaction.
This research could be used in determining social groups and provide the information
to support a service to social media—such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or other
social media services—or lifelogging, such as Sony Lifelog, Fitbit Charge HR, and
other similar services. Data for distinguishing co-movement can expand the entire
lifelogging data such as heartbeat, behavior, and consumption contents. By forming
social groups with many people’s data, this system can be expanded to deduce patterns
and trends of public [10,11].

Longbin Chen et al. present a hybrid memory system for embedded devices based
on BSNs in telehealth. The energy-saving issues for the embedded devices based on
BSNs are a critical matter for wearable devices and wireless sensor networks, espe-
cially telehealth [12,13]. This paper designed an ecosystem for telehealth, such as
memory storage of embedded devices and data storage of telehealth data centers. It
designed several resource allocation algorithms based on PCM with flash memory
using dynamic programming and heuristics to enable the proposed ecosystem harmo-
niously.

Min-Kuan Chang et al. describe the problem of the transmission behavior of nodes
in an IoT environment. The authors proposed to apply the theory of continuum perco-
lation to analyze the connectivity of nodes in such an environment. Also, the authors
provided a solution to enhance the performance of connectivity between nodes in an
IoT. This paper firstly investigates the possibilities between two nodes communication
and bonds percolation in a two-dimensional lattice.

Shih-Jung Wu et al. propose an opinion-mining system for Chinese Internet online
forums [14]. It can effectively analyze a large number of articles and provides the
correct evaluation information and supportive decision making to the users [15]. This
system not only can rapidly acquire the objective assessment information but also can
track whether it is the long-term behavior of malicious criticism by the reviewer and
identify the abnormal evaluation. The authors suggest word-hyphenation algorithms
for a semiautomatic Chinese opinion-mining system. Firstly, extracting new Internet
words may become new opinion elements from an article posted on an Internet forum.
And secondly, it addresses the possible change in the polarity or meaning of an opinion
word when that opinion word is combined with a specific word or concatenated with
other opinion words.

Yan Pei addresses a machine learning algorithms based on orthogonal transfor-
mation by using IEC (interactive evolutionary computation) to solve the selection
problem. Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) is a general term for methods
of evolutionary computation that use human evaluation which enables optimization
approach that embeds human subjective evaluation into a process of system opti-
mization [16]. An image compression problem using principal component analysis
is introduced to study the proposed method as interactive DE which is differential
evolution is one of population-based optimization algorithms [17].
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Chee Sun Won and Seung-Won Jung describe an image resizing proposal for
supporting different spatial resolutions. They formulate image resizing as a MAP
(maximum a posteriori) optimization problem with a Gibbs energy function to reduce
computational complexity using a sub-optimal solution of the MAP criterion with a
deterministic implementation of the Metropolis algorithm [18].

Byoung Cheul Kim et al. address a new 3D gaze-tracking method using Kinect
v2, which combines 3D eye and facial gaze vectors. Because of the reliability of
Kinect v2 accuracy, the method is very suitable with accurate 3D NUI, and also, it can
use intelligent vehicle apps. There is several 3D-based gaze-tracking methods despite
the computation overhead, because of better accuracy results compared to 2D based
[19,20]. The result of an experiment in this paper shows the outstanding accuracy
based on the proposed combined gaze-tracking system. The average RMS error was
approximately 23 pixels for a Full HD resolution.

Zhen Li et al. present a mechanism discovering evasive attacks on HTTP. The
authors use some techniques to improve the performance. They focused on how net-
work attacks basedon exploitHTTPhides theirmalicious activities, and they suggested
called, Evasive Network Attack Forensic System (ENAFS), which can effectively
discover evasive network attacks on HTTP. Moreover, it integrally draws the attack
samples and their metadata for further analysis [21]. Also, the experimental results
show that the proposed mechanism copes well with HTTP evasive behavior.

Jeong Kyu Lee et al. propose a cloud analysis-based enhanced ransomware, called
CloudRPS. As we know, it is difficult to detect and judge a malicious behavior quickly
because it continues to mutate and evolve [22,23]. The CloudRPS is installed in
a cloud system that can analyze the network, file system, the server logs to defend
against themalicious attacks. The database collects data from an external cloud system
and then transmits it to the server monitor. The server monitor detects a malicious
ransomware and an abnormal behavior through monitoring. The behavior detection
through server monitor tested through the ransomware inspector, and the suspicious
files delivered to the malware analyzer. The malware analyzer verifies whether it is or
not. The ransomware that ruled as malicious sends it to the classifier. It categorizes
the ransomware by threat level, and this information will send to the database.

Wei-Chen Wu presents a secure method for message passing among vehicles in
VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Network) clouds. This method includes these phases:
Registration, Multicast Authentication, Session Key Generation, RSU-Based Key
Exchange, Key Request from Other RSUs, Anonymous Request, and Secret Push
Messaging Transmission. The experiment shows that our scheme reduces more than
25% of the message delivery times at least, and when the vehicle passes through more
roadside units, more than half of the message can reduce delivery times if the number
of RSUs is more than 50.

HaeMinMoon et al. describe an approach for lower complexity interpolation that is
based on linear and cubic convolution method in image resolution up conversion [24].
They propose an interpolation method suitable for the space-based resolution mod-
ule that creates high-quality images with relatively few computations and hardware
resources without a coefficient generator unit. They propose an interpolation method
suitable for space-based resolution modules that produce high-quality images with
relatively little computation and hardware resources without a coefficient generator
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unit. Thus, it is more suitable than the bicubic convolution interpolation method for
hardware implementation.

Yan Zhuang et al. propose a novel data analysis approach to predict next check-
in locations on Next Foursquare. Foursquare is a local search-and-discovery service
mobile app which provides search results for its users, and it provides personalized
recommendations of places to go to near a user’s current location based on users’
“previous browsing history, purchases, or check-in history” [25]. They suggest that a
relatively simple technique is proposed and studied based on Foursquare [26], which
can guess the most likely subsequent check-in location by computing the probabilities
of check-in occurrences.

Yan Zhuang et al. present a novel methodology for predicting the next turn at
road junction based on big traffic data. The next- turn prediction model predicts the
turn which is most likely to proceed from the road connection point after traveling
a specific pattern on the road [27]. They present a simple probabilistic model that
predicts the next position of a road user based on the “segment concept” extracted
from the historical trail accumulated by the user over time in several data archives.
Their experimental results show that there is some influence on the length of the past
trajectory the user has moved to the accuracy of the next-turn prediction.

Shih-Hao Chang and Mao-Sheng Hung propose a software-defined wireless net-
work architecture enable high performance in the next- generation ship area network
(ShAN). They claimed that both network (Layer 2) and routing (Layer 3) protocols
would be required to guarantee data transmission. They proposed a new network archi-
tecture, which combines Self-Organizing Time DivisionMultiple Access (SOTDMA)
[28] and Software-Defined Wireless Networking (SDWN) [29] advantages to reduce
end-to-end transmission delay to achieve high performance in ship area networks.
The full design of high-performance SDWN using the proposed architecture will be
an effective tool for future ship area networks which supports SOTDMAmodule based
on OPNet.

Qingsong Feng et al. describe a proposal for anomaly detection of spectrum in
wireless communication via deep-structure auto-encoder which is neural networks
to detect the anomalies of the spectrum. It relies on the signal spectral features and
auto-encoders with a deep structure as a one-class classifier [30]. The time-frequency
diagramof suggested idea is acted as the feature of the learningmodel. The comparison
of the representation learned by the proposed model between the reconstructed data
restored from these representations suggests that their model based on the Deep Auto-
Encoder can extract useful features from raw data without artificial selection.

Eunmi Choi and Wonhee Cho propose preprocessing methods for big data in vehi-
cle driving data applying MapReduce. Although big data preprocessing is essential,
there has been a lack of research works with case studies [31]. The proportion of
DTG sensing data points including any errors was up to 27.09%. Compared to the
traditional brute-force way to detect, proposed method performs 71.1% additional
detection effect.

Yi-HsuanLee et al. present the proposal for efficiently resources allocation applying
Distributed Resource Allocation (DRA) to host distributed tasks for reliability, avail-
ability, and cost [32,33]. This research also adopts a task grasping method to minimize
the communication waiting for time effort between different clouds in the Federation
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cloud. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed DRA approach can
improve resource utilization and has superiority in the profit in the federated cloud.

Jieh-RenChang et al. describe the fuzzy preprocessing classifiers to extract the local
information from the corrupted image. The classifier categorizes broken pixels into
five distributed impulse noises and uses a detection procedure to extract more informa-
tion of the local image of the fuzzy classifier [34]. The fuzzy rule-based preprocessing
classification method can identify noise from next-generation cloud computing ser-
vices [35]. The performance of the proposed method verified by objective numerical
measurement and subjective visual inspection. The results show that the proposed
method works remarkably regarding noise suppression and detailed preservation.

Vishal Sharma et al. propose fuzzy-bee colony optimization based in ad hoc net-
works. The authors describe a fuzzy-based bee colony optimization algorithm is
proposed which operates over cooperative trust value, cognitive relaying value and
situational awareness to provide efficient cognitive relaying between the two ad hoc
units, and uses a cloud server to provide coordination between the nodes. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed scheme and its applicability is tested using simulations.

Binbin Yong et al. present an intelligent monitor system based on a cloud system
with convolutional neural networks. The authors describe cloud-based system to share
computation resources to reduce redundant computation based on hybrid CNNs (con-
volutional neural networks) [36,37]. The proposed system combines several trained
CNNs through a cloud server, which are used to make different feature recognition
based on frames from webcam stream.

Jin Wang et al. describe cluster-based dynamic routes adjustment approach for
wireless sensor networks withmobile sinks. The authors presented an Energy Efficient
Cluster-based Dynamic Routes Adjustment approach (EECDRA), which is concen-
trated to minimize the reconstruction cost for routes within the sensor nodes while
maintaining optimal routes to the latest location of the mobile sinks [38]. The lifetime
of the wireless sensor network can extend by the optimal route and a limited flooding
of update messages to a limited number of cluster heads. The suggested cluster head
rotation mechanism efficiently alleviated the hot spot problem.

Deok Gyu Lee proposes a method to divide the dangerous situation into three
or more levels and recognize dangerous situations with behavior networks based on
Bayesian probability. The author uses the test data measured by the sensors of a
smartphone are utilized to recognize dangerous situations, and the proposed method
learns according to the result of recognition [39]. This method automatically perceives
the user’s dangerous situation in the event of an emergency.

JongHyuk Park et al. present a problem to catch abnormal private data access signal
for SNS security. There are various researches on SNS security related to enhancing
privacy issues, including the privacy leakage and personal data sharing hazards [40]
and updated analysis of security and privacy within SNS services [41]. The proposed
method detects abnormal private data access signals for SNS security by analyzing
consecutive private data access signals. The solution for the problem is to analyze
consecutive private data access signal and to find abnormal patterns by comparingwith
real-time patterns using Bayesian probability. The suggested SNS security framework
to detect abnormal PDA signals by predefining formal PDA signals. Formal PDA
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signals are defined by analyzing the PDA signals originating from an SNS and by
grouping consecutive signals as PDA patterns.
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